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• When assembling the cloud take care not to overtighten the hex bolts, eye bolts or lock nuts to avoid damage. NOTE: Fully inserted eye bolts 
will rotate the insert in the panel and will have some threads showing.

• A 7/16” open-end or adjustable wrench, not included, will be required for assembly.

• Two people are recommended during the assembly process to snug the panels together while attaching the tubing clamps  
and installing bolts to minimize gaps between the panels.

• Use assistance when moving and hanging the completed cloud assembly to prevent damage.

• Suspension hardware and ceiling anchors are not included. Be sure that the ceiling and anchors used will support at least 40 lbs.

 Supplied hardware for the SonoLite 3-Panel Cloud: 

(2) Tubing

(9) Clamps

(6) Hex Bolts

(9) Lock Washers

(3) Eye Bolts with Lock Nuts

Fly-point Locations
Edge B

Edge AStart with panels oriented as shown with the center panel (indicated with 
label) in the middle and the single insert end toward you. Please note that 
panel order and orientation is important for fabric appearance. Align Panels 
side-by-side, face down on a clean, flat, surface. The locations of the three 
eyebolts, to be used as fly-points, are indicted above. All other threaded insert 
holes will use hex bolts.

Place one of the metal tubes along the row of threaded 
inserts, aligning each end with the outer most inserts.
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Working from the opposite end of the panel assembly, place the other metal tube along the row of threaded inserts. 
Center the tubings position relative to the row of threaded inserts on this end of the panel.

Align and attach clamp to the single threaded insert in one of the outboard 
panels using an eyebolt, nut and lock washer. Snug the nut with a wrench 
while holding the eye bolt in the desired orientation. With assistance gently 
snug the panels together, align and install an eye bolt, clamp and lock washer 
at the other end of the tube on the other outboard panel. Snug the hex nut 
with a wrench while holding the eye bolt in position.

Align and install the two remaining clamps on the center panel using hex 
bolts and lock washers. Snug with a wrench.

Secure the tubing and clamps to one 
of the panels using lock washers 
and hex bolts, snug with a wrench. 
With assistance gently push the 
panels together to minimize gaps 
and secure the tubing and clamps 
on the other outboard panel.

At the threaded insert of the middle 
panel snap a tubing clamp to the 
tube, aligned with the threaded 
insert.

Install two clamps onto each end of 
the tube. Align the clamps with the 
two threaded inserts on the outer 
panels as shown. 

Hold the screw eye in the desired 
position and snug the hex nut with 
a wrench.

Edge B

Edge A
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The three screw eyes are the fly points for the assembled cloud. Use assistance 
to lift, position and hang the cloud in it’s intended position.

The cloud assembly can be easily angled by lengthening or shortening the 
support attached to the end of the panel with a single flypoint.

Edge B
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The three installed screw eyes are your fly points.

Supplied hardware for the SonoLite single 
panel cloud:

(3) 1/4 - 20 x 1” Screw Eyes with Hex Nuts

(3) 1/4” Internal-tooth Lock Washers

Insert screw eyes and lock washers  into 
threaded insert in the rear of the SonoLite 
panel as shown and finger tighten.

Hold screw eye in the desired orientation 
and gently snug the lock nut with a 7/16” 
wrench.

Attach fly points to ceiling anchors of the appropriate type for your ceiling 
construction and weight rated for 15 lbs.


